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Violence And The Sacred
In the light of these two new... René Girard’s “mimetic theory” addresses the role of “sacred violence” in the constitution of human culture and social order. It has been increasingly acknowledged as ...
Can We Survive Our Origins?: Readings in René Girard's Theory of Violence and the Sacred
Is it possible that these wild animals were ritually killed in the ways suggested by Girardian theorists? Were violence and the sacred intimately entwined and were these the processes that made ...
Violence and the Sacred in the Ancient Near East
Watching the flames dance into the nighttime sky with beating hand drums to fill the silence, Cheynna Gardner finds healing in her home community of Migisi Sahgaigan, a First Nation on the shores of ...
A sacred fire burns in the heart of Ontario Treaty 3 Territory for survivors of sexual violence
Dating violence - physical, sexual, psychological or emotional within a relationship, including stalking - is pervasive on college campuses with far-reaching health implications ...
New study explores dating violence experience and perpetration of college-age women
called for the removal of “26 verses” of violence from the Quran, a historical text that serves as the sacred canon for a community of 1.8 billion people, across the sectarian divide.
Don't Mess With Our Quran!
A study to understand the dating violence experience and perpetration of college-age women, as well as how they conceptualize violence in dating relationships, reveals normalization of unhealthy ...
Poor grasp of dating violence in college perpetuates 'boys will be boys' views
Mumbai: Queen actress Kangana Ranaut’s twitter account has been suspended permanently Tuesday. Twitter suspended Ranaut’s account following her recent tweets on the post poll violence in West Bengal.
Meet the happiest persons after Kangana’s Twitter account suspension
Aura Lolita Chávez Ixcaquic, leader of the Council of Ki'che' Peoples, which helps preserve indigenous lands against corporate exploitation in Guatemala, will receive the University of Dayton Romero ...
Environmental justice award winner: 'We have the right to live in a territory that for us is sacred'
Going to the active core of the Nazi revolt, this exciting psychological, sociological, and behavioral study is based on unique autobiographical stones ...
Political Violence Under the Swastika: 581 Early Nazis
Facebook’s decision to outsource the fate of former President Donald Trump's account to an independent Oversight Board could set a precedent on how social media companies handle politicians and free ...
Facebook and Trump are at a turning point in their long, tortured relationship
On Wednesday, members of the Spokane community will wear red and walk to the Pavilion in honor of missing and murdered Indigenous people.
Spokane community to walk for missing and murdered Indigenous people
RISE (Resources for Indigenous Survivors and Empowerment) will join the Meskwaki Nation and other Midwestern tribes on Wednesday to stand in solidarity and raise awareness for the missing and murdered ...
Iowa City to walk in solidarity with Meskwaki Nation to raise awareness for missing and murdered Indigenous women
Residents braced for possible further unrest as police stepped up security and the U.S. Embassy appealed for calm. In what seemed a retaliation for the incidents in Jerusalem, Palestinian militants in ...
Israeli police arrest dozens in night of chaos in Jerusalem
Around the globe, One Billion Rising Gardens is taking hold, amidst a global pandemic, spurring deep-rooted community-led activism.
This Earth Day, Global Women Activists Lead Their Communities In Rising Up Against Violence Toward Women And The Earth
The resulting space was now a strange kind of sacred ground, smack dab in the ... though it might be a place to watch the real-world impact of violence-prevention measures like the ones President ...
The Intersection Where George Floyd Died Has Become a Strange, Sacred Place. Will Its Legacy Endure?
“Mountains are sacred, rivers are sacred ... has developed its own culturally rooted 52-week intervention program for perpetrators of domestic violence. Called Skuy-ech-son, or “to heal oneself,” the ...
To Counter Domestic Violence, Some Native Americans Embrace Tradition
A bullet had entered through the exterior wall, punched a hole beneath the Sacred Heart picture ... they were subjected to harassment and violence from the community. “Even before we moved ...
Missouri nuns have a history of being targeted for shootings, harassment
"In the wake of the clearings of entire CHamoru villages that hold the sacred burials of our ancestors, our community must come together to heal from the violence," the group stated.
Community vigil held to honor ancestors
KFOR will stream the event live on Monday morning. During the program, 168 seconds of silence will be observed at 9:02 a.m. for each of the lives lost that day to the act of violence.
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